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TASK AMBIENT!
LIGHTING
FOCUS ON DOE & CALIFORNIA’S NEW TITLE 24 WITH TUNABLE TASK LIGHTS

Stan Walerczyk, HCLP, CLEP, LC

Principal of Lighting Wizards & Chair of Human Centric Lighting Committee
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FOLLOW THE MONEY
Before I read an article or a white paper, I want to know who the writer is and who paid for it, because that helps
understanding the credibility and any slant of the document. I am an independent lighting consultant, who has written
several white papers. I thank PlanLED for paying for most of my time on this one, so it can be offered for free, instead
of me having to charge people for it. Other manufacturers are listed. Please be aware, that my major message would
be the same if I was not paid.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As a recap, task ambient lighting, which is using relatively low ambient lighting together with task lights when more
light is required, is one of the best strategies for energy efficiency and good lighting.
Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) ranked low ambient/task lighting the
second new and underutilized lighting technology for saving energy. It was only three points behind spectrally
enhanced lighting.
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/technologies/newtechnologies_lightingtech.html
There is a lot of existing task lighting, but so much of it is bad, so many people do not like to use it. Plus much of it is
not very efficient.
Well designed task lighting is one of the best tools to meet California’s new Title 24, which will be effective July 1st,
2014. As long as the lighting power density (LPD) from task lights is less than 0.3 watts per square foot (WSF), the
wattage does not need to be included. With task lighting, ambient lighting’s wattage can be significantly reduced,
which improves LPD. Other states and countries often copy California, which is sometimes good and sometimes not.
We now have a new generation of cost effective desk mount and undercabinet LED task lights, which are also good
for what can be called human centric lighting, human factors in lighting, biophilia or other names. This humanistic
lighting can improve circadian rhythms, mood – preferences, perception, visual acuity, performance and energy
savings – sustainability. Tunable task lights may be best way to introduce people to Human Centric Lighting. For
more information you could visit the Human Centric Lighting website. http://humancentriclighting.com
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Since tunable LED desk mount and undercabinet tunable task lights cost about the same and have about the same
lumens and lumens per watt as standard LED task lights, why even consider buying fixed Kelvin LED task lights,
even if they dim!
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Again, the Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Federal Energy Management Program(FEMP) ranked low ambient/task
lighting the second new and under-utilized lighting technology for saving energy.
Task ambient lighting is one of the best strategies in many applications. Troffers, ceiling surface mount or suspended
fixtures provide a relatively low amount of ambient light and people can use good task lights when they need more
light.
There are several reasons why this is so good, and let’s focus on offices.
With people mainly doing computer work, less light is usually better than more light. This is because computer
screens are self illuminated and excess ambient light often causes glare. When people read paper documents or do
other tasks that require more lighting, they can use task lights.
Recommended light levels are based on the combination of ambient and task lighting, not just ambient. I often
consider open office spaces glorified hallways, with enough ambient light to walk around and do computer work, and
recommend 10 - 20 footcandles (100 – 200 lux) on desks. Often each ambient light fixture only needs to consume 20
– 28W to provide these footcandles. When office workers do paper or other tasks that require more light, they can
turn on task lights, which may consume 8 – 12W in full mode, but often they are dimmed to about half those
wattages. Ambient and task lights together can often provide up to 100 footcandles or more.
From a single source, light on a target is lost exponentially as distance increases. For example, if the distance is
doubled between source and task, there will be one-fourth the footcandles. So if 75 footcandles is needed to read old
paper prints or a book, much less wattage will be required from an efficient task light that is two feet above the desk
than from an efficient ambient light that is six feet above the desk.
With well-designed new or retrofitted fluorescent or LED ambient lighting and dimming LED task lights, power density
can be .4 or less watts per square foot. At 3000 annual hours and $.15/KWH electric rate, that is less than $.18 per
square foot per year. For a hundred square foot office space that is only $18 for a whole year.
Workers often do not have much control of their space in open office modules. Giving them task lights that they can
at least turn on and off can give them some control, which can increase worker satisfaction and productivity.
Tunability is even better.
Even though many existing office modules and even individual desks already have undercabinet and/or desk mount
task lights, most of these are not very good. Undercabinet linear fluorescent task lights are usually overlit and are
glare bombs, especially if the desk is shiny. Some of the ballasts for T8 lamps are magnetic, and even if the ballasts
are electronic, they are usually not that efficient. Although many of the desk mount task lights are CFL, which are
fairly good, way too many are still incandescent or halogen.
Although the original version included fixed Kelvin task lights, only tunable ones are recommended now.
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TASK LIGHTS
TUNABLE LED DESK MOUNT TASK LIGHTS
There is a new generation of dimming and warm to cool white color tone, CCT or Kelvin changing LED desk mount
task lights, which office workers often love. Not only do these cost about the same and have about the same lumens
per watt efficacy as fixed Kelvin equivalent task lights, the Kelvin changing and dimming can be so good for Human
Centric Lighting.
Human Centric Lighting can improve circadian rhythms, mood – preferences, visual acuity, performance and energy
savings – sustainability. I wrote ‘Human Centric Lighting’, which Architectural SSL published June of 2012. That
article, ‘The Economics of Biophilia’ and numerous other good documents are available at the Human Centric
Lighting website. http://humancentriclighting.com My latest Human Centric Lighting article should be published soon.
I firmly believe that Human Centric Lighting, including tunable LED products will be the most significant step
in lighting since Edison created the light bulb.
Tunable desk mount LED task lights are often the easiest introduction to Human Centric Lighting. They have about
the same lumens per watt efficacy and cost about equivalent fixed Kelvin LED task lights, so dimming and Kelvin
LED task lights are cost effective just based on energy savings. If the soft savings of improved worker satisfaction
and productivity are included, they are pretty much a slam dunk.
People can turn on and off, aim, dim and adjust color tone these task lights. Here are some videos on PlanLED desk
models, which show dimming and Kelvin changing.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULc50FSMCPE&amp;feature=em-share_video_user
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMM66hdD168&amp;feature=plcp
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TM-7000 White

My favorite tunable LED desk mount task light is the PlanLED TL-7000, which is shown above.
•

Tall enough !
• To be over computer monitors to shine light both in front and in back of them to
reduce contrast ratios, which can reduce eye strain and headaches!
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• To mimic an undercabinet task light!
Extra leg allows for long reach, which can be very useful reading blue prints, maps, etc. !
Long LED array reduces shadowing compared to many other task lights!
Low glare lens!
Swivel!
Up to 130 footcandles (1300 lux)!
Three light levels!
Three Kelvins!
50 minute timer, which automatically turns off the task light!
Black or white!
$100 - $140, which is about the same as standard LED task lights, so why not get one
of these!
There are some other manufacturers of tunable desk mount LED task lights.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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TUNABLE LED UNDERCABINET LED TASK LIGHTS
Although other manufacturers will probably offer them in the future, PlanLED recently introduced the CTU SERIES, 2’
and 4’ tunable LED undercabinet task lights, There are some other manufacturers of tunable desk mount LED task
lights.
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TUNABLE LED TASK LIGHTS FOR ENERGY BOOSTS, GRAVEYARD SHIFT AND/OR
SAD
I have been working with PlanLED to develop tunable LED task lights, which are really next generation.
With a proprietary system of light level and Kelvin, people could hit a button to provide special light for up to 45
minutes, to get an energy boost for an important task or post lunch dip, help stay alert during graveyard shift, or
combat against SAD.
In addition to the 24-hour circadian rhythm mechanism, light can also improve alertness quite quickly, which can be
good for important meetings, etc. Even if people do not have lunch, they can still get the post lunch dip.
People, who work graveyard shifts and maybe also shift work in general, often are not fully alert the entire shift, which
reduces productivity and maybe also safety.
If not already aware, SAD is seasonal affective disorder. This can affect people during the winter. It can also affect
others, especially graveyard shift workers.
In open offices and in some other areas, where an individual really cannot change ambient lighting for him or herself,
task lighting can often be one of the best solutions these problems.
Until this next generation of specialized task lights become available, existing tunable task lights could be used with
dedicated SAD lights. One good example is the Philips line of goLITE BLU Energy Lights
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The videos in this weblink may be quite helpful.
http://www.usa.philips.com/c/light-therapy/golite-blu-plus-rechargeable-hf3332_60/prd/en/
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LIGHTING WALL AND SPACE BEHIND COMPUTER MONITORS
Task lights can also be used to light the wall or module wall in back of computer screens, so contrast ratios can be
good. If there is too big difference between light and dark, there can be eyestrain and headaches.
Another way to light up the space in back of computer screens is with small LEDs attached to the back of computer
screens. These can be fixed output and Kelvin. An example is the Halo 6 LED bias lighting kit.
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REBATES
There are probably no rebates for SAD lights or lighting back of computer screens.
Many rebate organizations will not provide rebates on portable lights, including desk and undercabinet task lights with
cord and plug. But rebates on these task lights can be considered indirect, because lower wattage and lumen
ambient lights can be used, so there may be higher rebates on the ambient lights.
If certain organizations will rebate portable LED fixtures, those fixtures may need to be Energy Star approved.

OCCUPANCY SENSORS
Many people are good turning off task lights, but some people keep them on. Some are left on during entire
vacations.
Even with low wattage LED task lights, occupancy sensors can often be cost effective, especially if the sensors
control other devices, including portable fans, portable heaters, computers, printers and/or fax machines.
One good option is the WattStopper Isole Power Strip, because people often need surge protectors anyway. This
also has one row of sockets, which are controlled by a personal occupancy sensor.
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Occupancy sensors can control desk mount and undercabinet task lights.
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AMBIENT LIGHTS
Ambient light fixtures should be efficient and provide good qualify of lighting. They can provide direct, indirect or
direct/indirect lighting. They can be troffers, ceiling surface mount, wall mount or suspended.
With good task lights, ambient lighting often only needs to provide 10 – 20 footcandles (100 – 200 lux) on desks. I
consider these offices glorified hallways with the ambient lighting providing sufficient light to walk around and to do
computer work. Since computer screens are self illuminated, less light is usually better than more light, because
more light can often provide glare. When people are doing something other than computer work, they can turn on,
aim, dim and adjust Kelvin in task lights.
With good task lights, 2x4 troffers may only need one fluorescent 32W F32T8 with .71 – 1.20 BF ballast, which
consumes 24 – 39W. With LED troffers or troffer kits, the wattage may be 20 – 32. LED troffers and troffer kits
currently provide 20 – 35% more light out of the fixture per watt than the best fluorescent solutions, and LEDs keep
getting better.
With typical 8’ x 10’ spacing, the LPD for just troffers would range from 0.25 - 0.49 for fluorescent and 0.20 – 0.40 for
LED. This is quite low for both fluorescent and LED.

FIXED KELVIN AMBIENT LIGHTS
This can include nondimming or dimming fluorescent or LED fixtures or kits.
In the fluorescent world, I often like retrofitting 2x4 troffers with down to one high lumen high Kelvin 32W F32T8 lamp
and often with a reflector or upscale kit. There are also high performance 2x4 troffers with one of these lamps.
You could compare PlanLED’s LED troffers and lensed troffer kits with those from several other manufacturers,
including Cooper, Cree, Energy Solutions International, Envirobrite, Finelite, Harris lighting, Lithonia, Osram –
Sylvania, Philips and others. Many of these have at least 100 LPW. Pricing may be $100 - $200, depending on
quality, quantity, if kits or troffers, etc.
There are also good fluorescent and LED suspended and other fixtures.

Special Note On Parabolic Troffers
Please, please, please, get rid of all parabolic louvers and do not get any new parabolic troffers.
These were very popular in the late 80s and early 90s, because they reduced glare on the curved glass video display
terminals (VDTs). But now most computer screens are flat with much better resolution and have anti-glare coatings,
so the disadvantages of parabolic and paracube louvers are much more apparent.
Following are some of those disadvantages in the millions and millions of these troffers across North America.
•

•

70 – 75% fixture efficiency
• So 25 – 30% of the light from lamps never gets out of the fixture
• Including thermal effect, less than 70 – 75 LPW out of the fixture even with the best fluorescent lamps and
ballasts
Dreaded cave effect
• Dark ceilings and upper walls make the space seem smaller and gloomy
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Insufficient vertical footcandles
• So can be difficult to read calendars and other things on walls
High contrast ratios
• With of the light coming straight down and very little going sideways and angled down to the side, contrast
ratios can be excessive, which can cause eye strain and headaches
Overhead glare
• With no lens between fixture and eyes, even looking horizontal underneath one of the fixtures, the light
can cause eye strain and headaches
Ultraviolet (UV) exposure
• With no lens, people can be exposed to below 450 nanometers of light, which is UV and can cause
macular degeneration and other eye problems

Here are various photos of people not liking parabolic troffers. The Photo A has pillow cases attached to the T-bar.
The Photo B goes an additional step with fabric across the cubicle walls.
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This is my most famous or infamous photo. The facility manager told me that this office worker also put styrofoam around the
inside of the tent to reduce the noise, it took him two months for this worker to remove this tent, and that this worker should work
out of the house.

!

Numerous manufacturers offer upscale fluorescent kits and lensed LED troffer kits. The LED kits do not cost that
much more than the fluorescent ones, so the LED ones are recommended.
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TUNABLE AMBIENT LIGHTS
There are also some very good tunable LED troffers and troffer kits from PlanLED now, and probably also from other
manufacturers in the near future.
These have about the same lumens, wattage, LPW, rated life, cost and warranty as standard LED troffers and troffer
kits, but controls are extra. If you are planning to have dimming anyway, the extra cost for Kelvin changing is minimal.
So with the Human Centric Lighting benefits, why not go with tunable LED troffers or troffer kits.
In applications where task lighting, especially dimming and Kelvin changing one, are well suited, the next step is to
also have dimming and Kelvin changing LED ambient lighting. There are already some very good dimming and
Kelvin changing LED troffers. At this time, probably the best example is PlanLED Tunable Systems in partnership
with Samjin LED, which was recognized for 2013 Next Generation Luminaires Design Recognized Award.
http://www.ngldc.org/pdfs/NGL13_IndoorBrochure_Final_WEB.pdf

Here is a video link showing the referenced dimming and Kelvin changing LED troffers.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5C7cujp5GQ

Planled is currently working on developing a corporate lighting system in partnership with Dr. Steven Lockley with
Harvard Medical School. This new system is going to be one of the most advanced research applied lighting system
that will be made available during the 1st quarter 2014.
Tunable LED suspended indirect/direct fixtures should become available in the near future.
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SAMJIN VLTRA SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM
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TASK AMBIENT LIGHTING
So with good task lights, I often recommend that the ambient lighting provides 10 – 20 footcandles (100 – 200 lux) in
offices where computer work is the main task, which is the most common. I consider these offices glorified hallways
with the ambient lighting providing sufficient light to walk around and to do computer work. Since computer screens
are self-illuminated, less light is usually better than more light, because more light can often provide glare.
When people are doing something other than computer work, they can turn on, aim, dim and adjust Kelvin in task
lights.
Task lights can also be used to light the wall or module wall in back of computer screens, so contrast ratios can be
good. If there is too big difference between light and dark, there can be eyestrain and headaches.
Following is a feasibility table. Options with 1 or 2 after the letters have one or two tunable LED desk mount task
lights. one has some dimming and Kelvin changing LED task lights and some dimming and Kelvin changing LED
ambient lights.
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This table shows how including one or two of these in a private office can help save wattage and improve worker
productivity. Since payback does not include any benefit after payback period, payback is not a good financial tool.
The best listed financial tool is long term benefit comprehensive, which is at the far right.
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This table has parabolic troffers as the base case, and you should already know how bad they are.
Each of the 12W task lights are considered to be on an average of half the time at half wattage, which is the
equivalent of 4 watts the entire time. While doing just computer work, all may be totally off. Other times they may be
on fully.
Please be aware that improving worker productivity just 1% is $500 per year, year after year, for somebody making
$50,000 per year. 1% is just wasting 5 minutes less per 8 hour shift. Often worker productivity can be improved 5%,
which is 25 minutes per day, which is $2500 per worker per year, based on a $50,000 annual salary.
Here is a specific example of task ambient lighting in a remodeled office building with life changing impact. Before the
remodel, the ambient lighting was too bright and glary. One of the customer service managers had to wear computer
glasses, and often had to leave work early or work a full day and just go home to recuperate. After the remodel,
ambient light levels were brought down to 20 – 25 footcandles (200 – 250 lux), and two tunable task lights were
provided in each office module. After lady no longer wears computer glasses, can work all day, and even do stuff
after work.
I hope you now understand why the DOE is recommending good task ambient lighting.

CALIFORNIA TITLE 24 RAMIFICATIONS
The 2013 Title 24 is scheduled to take effect on January 1, 2014, but there may be a delay. Although previous Title
24s were mainly for new construction and remodels, this one treats retrofits the same as new construction and
remodels, so cost effective lighting retrofits will be major challenge. Task ambient lighting is one significant tool. If
task lighting is less than 0.3 WSF, that wattage is not included in Title 24 LPD calculations. Square feet can be the
entire room within walls, including aisles.
• Many LED task lights are 8 – 12W. 12W in a 10’ x 10’ example area is 1.2 WSF. Even two of these would
still be 0.6W below the restriction.
• Many LED task lights can provide up to 50 – 100 footcandles (500 – 1000 lux) by themselves without any
daylight or ambient electric light.
• This can allow for ambient lighting to be less wattage and provide less light. IES lighting recommendations
include both ambient and task lighting.
Title 24 has maximum allowed lighting power densities, which require dimming, daylighting in certain spaces and
advanced controls for demand response, and the parts, labor and commissioning on them can get very expensive. If
the lighting power density is 85% or less than maximum allowed, dimming, daylighting and advanced controls are not
required. This table is for offices.
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Title 24 Allowed Light Power Density
Primary Function

MAX Allowed WSF

85% of MAX Allowed WSF

>250 SF

0.75

0.638

≤ 250 SF

1.00

0.85

OFFICE AREAS
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As shown in above feasibility table, task ambient lighting can make it easy to get down at least 85% of max allowed
WSF. The ‘watts per square foot (without task lighting)’ column is important for this.
Title 24 also requires bi-level lighting if the ambient lighting load is over 0.5 WSF, and if the existing lighting is not bilevel, making it bi-level can be expensive. But Title 24 does not require bi-level lighting if the ambient lighting is < 0.5
WSF. Also, shown in above feasibility table, this is quite easy to do with task ambient lighting. The ‘watts per square
foot (without task lighting)’ column is important for this.
For further information on cost effective lighting retrofit tools for Title 24, I provide seminars and consulting.
Even if your work is outside of California, similar regulations may be adopted by other states and countries in the
future.

CHALLENGES WITH TASK AMBIENT LIGHTING
But there are challenges with task ambient lighting. Owners own the ambient lights and tenants usually own their own
office furniture and task lights. If an owner reduces ambient light levels and wattage, and buys task lights for the
existing tenants, those tenants may take the task lights with them when they leave.
Many offices are way overlit, and ownership or management may not want to reduce the ambient light levels. So
there is very little need for task lights.
Owner-occupied and government buildings may be best for task ambient lighting.

VERTICAL LIGHTING
Related to task and ambient lighting is good vertical lighting, such as wall washing with no office modules or short
office module walls.
Relatively low wattage and well designed LED ceiling track, ceiling recessed or wall fixtures lighting a main wall or
walls can make the space feel much more well lit and inviting than without them.
I have been amazed personally experience the difference wall washing can make.

PLANLED INFORMATION & SAMPLE PROGRAM
PlanLED manages a consortium of South Korean LED product manufacturers in North America and other areas.
Website: http://planled.com/
Email: info@planled.com
Phone: 425-306-4812
Although reading about and watching videos on dimming and Kelvin changing LED products are beneficial, nothing is
as valuable as personal experience with the lighting and controls. So PlanLED has several ways to provide samples
of tunable LED task lights, troffers, troffer kits and drums.
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DLC in Transition
DLC has two requirements, which can make task ambient lighting and/or Human Centric Lighting a challenge.

!The first is their minimum lumen requirements from LED troffers and troffer kits. Troffers can also be called panels.

For example, DLC requires 3000 out of fixture lumens from a 2x4 troffer or troffer kit. It is 2000 lumens from a 2x2
and 1500 lumens from a 1x4. First of all, does it make sense to have different requirements for these different sizes,
especially retrofitting existing troffers. A 2x2 has the same square footage as a 1x4. Often 2x4s are installed in halls,
restrooms and closets, where not that much light is required. Even in offices, 2x4s do not need to provide that much
light, when there are also good task lights.

!Often 3000 lumens is overkill and a glare bomb. 2000 or less lumens can be optimal from a troffer or troffer kit in
many applications, including when there are good task lights.
!I have retrofitted numerous 2x4 troffers with a kit, one high lumen 32W F32T8 5000K lamp and as low as a .71 BF

high performance ballast, which provides about 1650 out of fixture lumens, based on 3100 photopic lumens from one
lamp x .71 BF x .75 fixture efficiency and thermal loss. This has resulted with very good customer satisfaction, and it
qualified for rebates. But the LED equivalent of this, which would save more wattage, would not qualify for rebates,
because it would not be approved by the DLC.

!Yes, you could buy higher lumen LED troffers or troffer kits and dim them, but these may cost more. Any time more

LEDs are included, the price goes up. Also additional dimming circuitry, dimmer, labor and commissioning would add
to the cost.

!DLC’s other requirement is max 5000K for interior applications. This is not logical based on the benefits of spectrally

enhanced lighting and Human Centric Lighting. I do not know any good neuroscientist, who would want that limitation
for fixtures used at least one hour before people going to bed. There are currently task and ambient LED lights with
very good lumens per watt and CRI, which can be adjusted from 2400 or 3000K on the warm white side to well over
5000K on the cool white side, but DLC will not approve them, so they usually do not qualify for rebates.

!If you do agree or do not agree with these DLC requirements, please let them know.
www.designlights.org

EXCELLENT WHITE PAPER FROM SOMEBODY ELSE
The Economics of Biophilia by Terrapin Bright Green is a free download at:
http://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/downloads/The%20Economics%20of%20Biophilia_Terrapin%20Bright%20Green
%202012e.pdf
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Although Seattle Mariners’ home locker room lighting project is not mainly task ambient lighting, I thought you may
find this video of interest. http://planled.com/?portfolio=mariners-project-introduction
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Special Task Lighting Offering During January to March of 2014
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• Energy Star Qualified as Commercial LED Lighting Product
• Next Generation Luminaires Design Award
• Elegant Design with Touch Dimming Control
• Great Solution for Task Ambient Lighting Strategy
• Uniform Distribution of Light with Excellent Color Rendering
• Rebate Qualified in Major Utility Applications

Special Offering Details
Qualified Models

Prism TL4100 & TL4200

Discount Code

TAL2014CA24

Regular Per Unit Price

$120.00

Price for <100

$70.00 + Tax & Shipping

Price for 100~500

$65.00 + Tax & Shipping

Price for >500

$60.00 + Tax

Contact Email

janie.chung@planled.com

Website Link:

http://planled.com/?page_id=4238

